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Paper 1
4.1.1.16 Recursive techniques
A subroutine defined in terms of itself

Recursion characteristics

Each recursive solution has two cases –

Base case: A value that has a solution which 
does not involve any reference to the general 
case solution

General case: The solution is defined in terms 
of itself for a value of n

The general case gets smaller and smaller 
and eventually ends up at the base case – the 
answer

A recursive program

When a subroutine invokes itself, the call is 
known as a recursive call.

Another form of looping. For instance…

def sumNumbers(numbers):

total = 0

for i in range(len(numbers)):

total += numbers[i]

return total

numbers = [5,7,3,8,10]

print(sumNumbers(numbers))

…will work well for this problem; adding all the 
values in an array.

Example of adding values in a list

In a new project file called recursion examples, 
write the following code:

def sumNumbers(numbers):

if len(numbers) == 1:

return numbers[0]

else:

return numbers[0] + 
sumNumbers(numbers[1:])

numbers = [5,7,3,8,10]

print(sumNumbers(numbers))

Example of adding values in a list

How does the previous slide relate to the first 
example we looked at?

def sumNumbers(numbers):

if len(numbers) == 1:

return numbers[0]

else:

return numbers[0] + sum(numbers[1:])

numbers = [5,7,3,8,10]

print(sum(numbers))

4.9.2.2 Types of networking between hosts
4.9.3.1 Internet & how it works
4.9.4.11 Thin- versus thick- client computing
4.10.1 Conceptual data models and entity relationship modeling

10.2 Relational diagrams
10.3 Database design & normalization
4.10.4 Structured Query Language (SQL)

4.12.1 Functional programming paradigm
4.12.1.3 Function application 
4.12.1.5 Composition of functions

4.12.2 Writing functional programs
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After carrying out binary addition, it’s a good idea to check your answer by converting to decimal

Multiplying two unsigned binary integers

1. Write out one of the two numbers starting under each occurrence of a 1 in the second number

2. Add the contents of the columns

3. Binary multiplication can be checked by converting to decimal

4.5.4.3 Signed binary using two’s complement
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Require more processing in order to extract their contents

Barcode readers

Consist of a laser light source, lens, photodiodes and mirror

The mirror directs light from the laser onto a printed barcode

Light reflected by barcode passes through lens and is incident on the photodiode

Photodiode turns light into electrical charge which can be measured and processed to form a digital 
signal

Light portions of a barcode reflect the most light while dark sections absorb incident light

Pattern of light. and dark stripes in a barcode corresponds to binary 1s and 0s

Digital cameras

Consists of a lens that focuses light onto sensor

Sensors usually CMOS or CCD

Concert incident light into electrical charge

Consist of cells, each represents a pixel in final image

A shutter regulates the path of light between lens and sensor

In color camera, multiple cells for each pixel, each of which has a filter that can only allow in certain 
wavelengths of light

A Bayer filter has same number of green filters as red and blue combined and allows camera to 
produce a closer approximation of what human eye sees

Laser printer

Output device that produces images on paper from digital signals

Print whole pages at a time

Consist of a laser light source, mirror, drum, toner roller, fusers

The drum is positively charged all over

Laser directed at drum’s surface by the mirror to discharge parts, leaving behind an impression of the 
page in electrical charge

Toner rolled dispenses negatively charged toner onto drum

Toner attracted to positively charged portions of drum and applied to paper

Paper is heated by fusers, fixing toner to the paper

Color printers apply same process with four different colors of toner: cyan, yellow, magenta and black 
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Internet service providers

Companies that provide customers with access to Internet

Largest national companies are national internet service providers

National ISPs provide internet access to smaller regions and local ISPs

Homes and businesses can buy access to Internet from local ISPs

Packet switching and routers

Packets containers on which data is transmitted over networks

Labelled with addresses for their sender and recipients

Packet switched networks networks in which data is sent in packets

One message frequently split into multiple packets sent via best possible route

Packets reassembled with others that form part of same message by their recipients

Usually pass through number of routers 

Hop every time packet passes through a router

Finite number of hops (time to live TTL), dropped

Primary components of a packet

Component Purpose

Sender’s address Identifies where packet sent from

Receiver’s address Identifies packet’s intended recipient

Packet contents Where packet holds data being transferred

TTL Holds number of hops can go through before dropped

Sequence number Contains number of packets in message and identifies position in relation

Routers and gateways connect different networks

Routers send packets via best possible route

Where networks use different protocols, packets must be modified by gateway

Gateways strip away most of packet’s details, leaving packet’s content

Gives packets new sender and receiver addresses which comply to new protocol

Uniform resource locators

Addresses assigned to files on Internet, different protocols can be used in URLa to access different types 
files in different ways

Part of URL Purpose

https:// Protocol used to access a file

www Subdomain for world wide web

bbc.co.uk Domain

/news Directory of file being requested

/technology Subdirectory of file being requested

/index Name on file being requested
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